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Subject Representation in the IMLS 

DCC Collection Registry

� Gateway to Educational Materials (GEM) subject 
headings (at least one GEM Topic Terms 
heading is required) 

� Optional -- subject headings from alternative 
scheme(s) (e.g., LCSH, AAT, locally-developed)

� Geographic coverage headings (use of Getty 
Thesaurus of Geographic Terms is strongly 
recommended).

Subject Representation in collection 

records
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Subject Representation in collection 

records

Research questions

� What are the quantitative characteristics of the 
search session and typical user query in the 
IMLS DCC Collection Registry?

� What are the typical search categories in the 
IMLS DCC Collection Registry? 

� What is the distribution of the two major search 
types (known-item and subject search) in the 
IMLS DCC Collection Registry? 

Research questions (cont’d)

� How suitable are GEM Topic Terms for 
describing diverse collections in the IMLS DCC 
Collection Registry compared to alternative 
controlled vocabularies?

� semantic similarity measures 
� user keywords extracted from transaction logs 
� subject terms in 3 different controlled vocabularies 

— GEM, Library of Congress Subject Headings 
(LCSH), and Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT).
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Dataset

� Transaction log 
� MS Access file
� 7 months-worth of searches 
� 19,000 records
� 936 keyword search query strings

Dataset

� Minimal data processing: 

� exclusion of web crawlers’ automatic queries and searches 
made by the Collection Registry testers (number of records 
reduced from 111,000 to 19,000) 

� keyword query string extraction

� morphological variants

� no query parsing

� stop words: prepositions, conjunctions and articles

� grouping exact same and morphologically variant queries into 
unique search term (682)

Methods

� Transaction log analysis:
� descriptive statistics:

� Keyword search and subject browsing 

� Query length
� Frequency of query use 

� qualitative content analysis:
� assigning user keyword queries to 10 search categories
� assigning user keyword queries to 2 search types

� matching user keyword queries with terms in 3 controlled 
vocabularies
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Methods: 10 search categories

� 7 FRBR entities: 
� work [collection as a work; any intellectual or artistic creation that

has a title attribute]
� (individual) person
� corporate body
� concept
� object
� event 
� place

� FRANAR/FRAD entity
� family

� Additional categories:
� class of persons (e.g., “abused children”, “prisoners”)
� ethnic/national group  (“Irish Americans”, “Sioux Indian”)
� unknown

Methods: 2 search types

� searches where the user queries either the title or 
the author — individual or corporate — of a digital 
collection belong to collection-level known-item
search type; 

� all the other searches in the Collection Registry 
belong to a widely defined (both controlled and 
uncontrolled-vocabulary) collection-level subject
search type. 

Methods: similarity measures

� exact matches
� synonymous matches (semantic variants)
� near-exact matches: 

� syntactic variants
� morphological variants
� acronyms

� NO broader and narrower terms matches 
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Findings: Keyword Search and Subject 

Browsing in IMLS DCC Collection 

Registry

� 476 sessions include keyword searching or 
subject browsing

� 1 to 18 keyword queries per session (average 
of 2)

� Keyword search queries represent 4.77% of 
all queries in the Collection Registry

� Subject browsing represents 7.71% of all 
queries in the Collection Registry

Findings: typical user query
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Findings: search categories

� Object, concept, place, individual person are heavily used
� surprisingly low level of event searching (4%)
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Findings: typical user queries by 

search categories 
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Findings: search types

� Prevalence of subject search
� Higher than usually observed level of subject 

searching
� Possible reasons: 

� general shift towards subject search in modern 
world

� conceptual difference between collection-level 
and item-level search

� other? 

Findings: semantic similarity

search category 
unique 
terms 

GEM 
match 

GEM 
match, % 

LCSH 
match 

LCSH 
match, % 

AAT 
match 

AAT 
match, % 

concept 146 15 10.27 127 86.99 85 58.22 
corporate body 24 0 0 17 70.83 0 0.00 

event 25 0 0 9 36.00 3 12.00 
object 166 0 0 118 71.08 69 41.57 

class of persons 12 0 0 10 83.33 7 58.33 
ethnic/nat’l group 33 0 0 29 87.88 15 45.45 

family 5 0 0 4 80.00 0 0.00 
individual person 90 0 0 72 80.00 0 0.00 

place 103 0 0 98 95.15 0 0.00 
work 56 0 0 7 12.50 0 0.00 

unknown 22 0 0 4 18.18 0 0.00 
TOTAL 682 15 2.20 495 72.58 179 26.25 

 

Semantic similarity between collection-level 

user search terms and terms in three 

controlled vocabularies

LCSH
72%

AAT
26%

GEM
2%
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Findings: overlaps in semantic match

Search category 

unique 
search 
terms 

GEM 
alone 

GEM 
and 
LCSH 

GEM 
and 
AAT 

LCSH 
alone 

LCSH 
and 
AAT 

AAT 
alone All none 

class of persons 12 0 0 0 3 7 0 0 2 

concept 146 0 5 0 44 69 5 10 13 
corporate body 24 0 0 0 17 0 0 0 7 
ethnic/nat’l group 33 0 0 0 14 15 0 0 4 
event 25 0 0 0 7 2 1 0 15 
family 5 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 1 
object 166 0 0 0 56 62 6 0 42 

individual person 90 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 18 
place 103 0 0 0 98 0 0 0 5 
unknown 22 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 18 
work 56 0 0 0 7 0 0 0 49 
TOTAL 682 0 5 0 326 155 12 10 174 

 
 

Findings: overlaps in semantic match

� LCSH on its own (without any overlap with 
AAT or GEM) covers 48% of the user search 
terms

� Only 12 terms (7%) matched in AAT were not 
also matched in LCSH

� All the terms matched in GEM were also 
matched in LCSH 

� 27% of user search terms were not matched 
in any of the three controlled vocabularies.

Term map
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Conclusions

� Unusually high for catalog use / transaction log 
analysis studies level of subject searching 

� Strong semantic match to user queries offered 
by a traditional library subject scheme —
Library of Congress Subject Headings

� Combination of two or more standardized 
controlled vocabularies for collection-level 
subject description may be beneficial for 
Collection Registry.

Further research

� Reasons of subject search prominence 
(interviews and observations of the Registry 
users)

� User conceptualization of the collection-level 
search and its possible difference from the 
concept of the item-level search

� Investigate more flexible than LCSH moderate-
scale controlled vocabularies, which, unlike 
GEM or AAT, represent a wide variety of search 
categories 


